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PATTERN BY TRISHAGURUMI  MINI-DOLL KEYCHAIN 

MINI-DOLL KEYCHAIN  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FOR THE FIGURE 
What do you need: 

 a crochet thread in beige or skin-colour at a recommended hook 

size of 1.25-1.75 mm (thread size 10) 

 a hook of size 1 mm or slightly below 

 different colours of crochet threads of the same size as for the 

body that is used for the hair and an outfit 

 3 mm safety eyes or, alternatively, 2 thick black knots to be used 

for the eyes 

 a 0.3 mm craft wire if you want your figure to wear glasses (and 

two (sushi-) chopsticks for assisting with the lenses) 

 any other crochet thread colours for additional accessories (e.g. 

hat, scarf, hair ribbon) 

 tiny scissors that can be used to assist in stuffing 

 some wadding 

 a trigger hook with a nylon strap (e.g. like this one) 

 

Skill level: experienced 

 

Finished Size of the doll: below 3.5 cm 

 

Abbreviations: 

rd = round / sc = single crochet / dc = double crochet / inc = increase 

(work 2 sts in next st) / dec = decrease (crochet next two sts together) / 

st, sts = stitch, stitches / sl st = slip stitch / ch = chain 

 

 

© 2017 Trishagurumi 

All rights reserved. 

You may not sell, redistribute or publish this pattern. Final products made with this pattern 

can be sold if Trishagurumi is credited as the designer. 

 

 

 

How to read the instructions: 

To facilitate the reading, I abbreviate working several 

consecutive stitches as the number to be crocheted: 

e.g. “5 sc, inc” means that you work 1 sc in each of the 

next 5 sts and 2 sc in the 6th stitch (hence, increasing the 

6th st), getting a round of 7 sts.  

“4 sc, dec” means, likewise, working 1 sc in each of the 

next 4 sts and, then, crocheting the 5th and 6th st in a sc 

together, reducing the round from 6 to 5 sts 

 

Brackets at the end of each round indicate the number 

of sts obtained.  

 

You crochet up-to-down, starting from the head and 

working in continuous rounds of single crochets, leaving 

an outline for the arms that are crocheted with a new 

yarn. 

 

 

https://basteln-at.buttinette.com/shop/a/schlaufenkarabiner-schwarz-7-cm-20-stueck-82837
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INSTRUCTIONS 
 

1. Rd (HEAD): 7 sc in a magic ring (7) 

2. Rd: inc every sc (14) 

3. Rd: (1 sc, inc) - 7 times (21) 

4. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (21) 

5. Rd: 17 sc. After the 17th st place a marker for the 1st eye (right 

eye), 4 sc. Place another marker for the 2nd eye (left eye) at the 

end of the round. The eyes are inserted after the 9.Rd 

6.-9.  Rd: 1 sc in each st around (21) 
 

 
 

10. Rd: dec every sc, 1 sc (11) 
 
Stuff the head. 
 

 
 

11. Rd: dec every sc, 1 sc (6) 

12. Rd (THROAT): 1 sc in each st around (6) 

13. Rd (BODY): inc every sc (12) 

14. Rd: inc every sc (24) 

 

 

 

15. Rd (ARM-OUTLINES): 5 sc. Leave out the next 5 sts and work 

a sc in the 6th next st (left arm), 7 sc, leave another 5 sts out and 

work a sc in the 6th next st (right arm) 
 

 

 

16.+17. Rd (continue BODY): 1 sc in each st around (14). If you 

want your figure to have trousers, change the colour into your 

preferred trouser's colour after the 16.Rd. 

 

18. Rd: 2 sc, inc next st (4). Leave 

out the next 7 sts and sc in the 8th 

next st to create two outlines for 

the legs.  

 

Each leg should have 8 sts 
 

Place your marker anew! 
 
 
 

 

1st leg (continue the round) 

19.-21. Rd: 1 sc in each st 

around (8). If you changed 

the colour for the trousers, 

shift back to skin-colour after 

the 20.Rd. 

22. Rd: dec every sc, stuff 

the leg and close it. Weave 

in the yarn end. 
 

2nd leg (new yarn): 

Take a new yarn and work 

into the 18.Rd of the body. 

In case your doll has 

trousers, start with a 

coloured yarn and shift back 

to skin-colour after the 

21.Rd. 

19.-22. Rd: 1 sc in each st 

around (8) 

23. Rd: dec every sc, stuff 

the leg and close it. Weave 

in the yarn end. 
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ARMS (new skin-coloured yarn) 

Take a new yarn and work into the arm-holes from the 15.Rd of 

the body. 

1.-4. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (6) 

 

Close the arms without stuffing and weave in the yarn ends. 
 

 

 

NOSE 

Take a new yarn and sew a 

nose vertically in one row, 

2 sts aside the eyes.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

EARS (new skin-coloured yarn) 

Start with 2 ch sts and work 3 sc in the 2nd ch st from the hook. 

Use both yarn ends to sew the ears to the head. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONS: 

 

SHIRT / DRESS 

Start with 10 ch sts. Take one more ch st and turn your work 

(10). Continue working in rows. At the end of each row, ch 1 and 

turn your work. 

1. Rd: inc every 2nd st (15) 

2. Rd: inc every 3rd st (20) 

3. Rd: 3 sc, then work 2 ch sts and sc into the 5th next sc to 

create the 1st arm-hole. Work anew 5 sc, take again 2 ch sts and 

sc into the 5th next sc for the second arm-hole. 2 sc to the end 

4. Rd: 1 sc in each st around, including the ch sts (16) 

For a dress, continue two more 1 sc rounds of 16 sts. 

 

Put the shirt/dress on the doll so that the back is open and use 

the yarn ends to sew the shirt/dress on the back together 
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DRESS (in double crochet) 

A shorter version for a dress using dc sts in addition to sc sts: 

Start with 10 ch sts. Take one more ch st and turn your work 

(10) to crochet in rows.  

1. Rd: inc every 2nd st (15). Take two ch sts and turn your work. 

2. Rd: 1 dc in the first 2 sts, starting from the 1.sc st (leaving out 

the 2 ch sts). Then, work 2 ch sts and sc into the 4th sc to create 

the first arm-hole. Take again 1 ch st to continue working in dc 

for the next 3 sts. Then, work another 2 ch sts and sc into the 4th 

sc for the second arm-hole. Take again 1 ch st to continue the 

round with remaining 2 dc. Take 1 ch st and turn your work (13) 

3. Rd: 1 sc in each st around (13). Take two ch sts and turn your 

work 

4. Rd: 1 dc in each st around (13) 
 

Put the dress on the doll so that the back is open and use the 

yarn ends to sew the dress on the back together. 

 

 

HAIR 

You can work the hair using two techniques: 

 

1. Technique (used for a female doll; with the crochet hook): cut 

the hair yarn into many equally-sized hair strands. For each hair 

strand work as follows:  

insert the hook through two neighbouring sts, take one hair 

strand and pull it through both sts. Now, you have a loop on one 

side and the strands' ends on the other side. Pull both strands' 

ends through the loop to create a knot and pull tightly. Repeat 

for as many sts as you want the head to be covered. 
 

 

 

 

 

2. Technique (used for a male doll; with a darning needle): take 

a hair yarn and sew the hair strands diagonally around the head 

using a darning needle. The hair is, thus, fixed. You can 

additionally use the 1.technique for a few front hair strands to 

give it a more vivid look 
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GLASSES 

Take a 0.3 mm wire and two chopsticks. Tie the wire 3-4 times 

on each chopstick and leave about 3 mm space between the 

lenses (nose bridge). Keep enough wire ends for the frame of 

the glasses and the temples. Now, wrap each wire end in regular 

intervals around each lens' frame until the wire end is back on 

the side. 
 

Take a new wire and wrap it 2-3 times between the lenses for a 

thicker nose bridge. To give it a more stable shape, spin both 

lenses in opposite direction to twist the nose bridge. 
 

Put the glasses on the doll and insert both wire ends into the 

doll's head to stabilize its location. You can sew the nose bridge 

above the nose with a sewing thread to secure its position. 
 

 

 

FINISH 

Add a preferred strap to the doll for the finished keychain look. 
 

 


